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 Abstract: Zinc is one of the essential trace elements and is involved in various functions in the
body. Zinc dyshomeostasis is caused by the dysfunction of zinc transporters can contribute to the
initiation or progression of various cancers including Colon cancer. Incidence rates of Colorectal
cancers (CRC) are on high rise in developing countries like India. ZIP14, one of the Zinc
transporter plays a major role in inflammation, a hallmark of Colorectal cancer. The mecha-
nism involved in the role of ZIP14 in CRC is not fully understood but, single nucleotide polymor-
phisms (SNPs) can be used to predict its risk and prognosis. In the present case- control study, we
investigated the relationship between ZIP14 SNP rs1051708 A>C, (Chromosome location
8p21.3), and the risk of CRC. The frequency of the polymorphism in the case and control groups
was determined using the PCR-RFLP method. The association of age, gender, diet, and smoke-
less tobacco to CRC was calculated with different statistical parameters. The ZIP14 A>C
rs1051708 variation was found to be significantly associated with CRC. However, the frequency
of, the C allele independently and in the heterozygote state was significant in CRC association.
Diet and usage of smokeless tobacco showed a significant association with CRC in subjects
below 50 years of age. It is concluded that the occurrence ‘C’ allele of ZIP14 (rs1051708) SNP
in genotype and Diet, and Tobacco consumption in adults below 50years are associated with
CRC susceptibility alarming better awareness and diagnostic modalities leading to the detec-
tion of colon cancer among adults below 50 years given increasing incidence in India.
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INTRODUCTION

Colorectal cancer (CRC) ranking as the third most
common malignancy and the second most deadly
cancer in both genders,is an intimidating health
problem worldwide [1]. It reports 10% of all cancers,
while the majority of them are from highly developed
countries, frequency is growing in middle- and low-
income countries. India has the lowest frequency
compared to the Western and other countries in South
Asia. However, with increasing urbanization, a steady
rise in the incidence of CRC is witnessed in India
[2]. The aetiology involved in the occurrence and
development of CRC is a very complicated and
multidimensional process involving Genetic and
Environmental as important risk factors. Additionally,
numerous epidemiological studies have found an
association between unhealthy diets and lifestyles and
the occurrence of CRC [3]. Intake of a diet deficient
in micronutrients, especially of Zinc, an essential trace
mineral, may contribute to an increasing risk of CRC
[4]. Metabolism and mechanism of homeostasis of
Zinc are regulated in a complex manner for normal
cellular functions controlling oxidative stress and
regulating inflammatory cytokines. Zinc deficiency
may contribute to various health problems, including
immune deficiencies and cancers. Various studies
have indicated that zinc deficiency may lead to an
impaired oxidant defence system, compromised DNA
integrity, and damaged DNA repair enzymes,
increasing the risk of cancer initiation and progression
[5]. Inflammation and oxidative stress have been
reported elsewhere to be involved in the initiation and
development of CRC [6].

Ingested Zn through food is absorbed through several
intestinal Zn transporters and is released into the
bloodstream. Circulating Zn is taken up into cells and
distributed within the cell. At each step, Zn
transporters and metallothioneins play coordinated
roles in the transport, distribution, and homeostatic
maintenance of Zn. Based on the membrane topology,
Zn transporters are divided into two major families,
SLC39s/ZIPs(Zrt/Irt-like proteins) and SLC30s/
ZnTs(Zn transporters), which mediate the inward and
outward transport of Zn through cell-surface
membranes and intracellular organelles.There are 1-
14 ZIP transporters encoded in the human genome
and are identified at all phylogenetic levels. Their
genes are designated SLC39A1-SLC39A14 and
encode the proteins ZIP1–ZIP14 respectively[7].

Among the 1-14 ZIP transporters, ZIP14 is arguably
the most robustly characterized in terms of function
at the integrative level. This protein contains eight
transmembrane domains, a histidine-rich motif, and
a metalloprotease motif, and is expressed on the
plasma membrane and the endocytic vesicle
membrane.

Apart from mediating the cellular uptake of zinc and
cadmium, it is an important transporter of non-
transferrin-bound iron and a critical regulator of
manganese homeostasis and plays a major role in
glucose homeostasis. Various reports suggest that
ZIP14  is upregulated by proinflammatory conditions,
particularly increased interleukin 6 (IL-6) and nitric
oxide and inflammation is the hallmark of CRC[8].
Therefore, we hypothesize that variations in the
Zip14 gene may limit the availability of intracellular
zinc, yielding the unique phenotype of inflammation
coupled with cancer.While various reports are
available on variations in the ZIP14 gene in different
cancers[9]. Reports on ZIP14 gene variations in colon
cancer are scarce. In this study, we aim to study the
association between the ZIP14 gene (3’UTR variant,
rs1051708 A>C) polymorphism to understand the role
of Zinc inthe progression of colon cancer.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study population: The sample collection for the
study extended over four years. Subjects were
recruited at the Department of Pathology, MNJ
Institute of Oncology & Regional Cancer Centre,
Hyderabad, Telangana, India. The selected Hospital
is a Government Cancer Hospital which is located in
the centre of Hyderabad. According to the hospital
records patients from in and around Telangana and
Andhra Pradesh state visit the hospital and we
consider that the samples collected represent the two
states. The recruitment process was initiated
following the approval from the institutional ethics
committee for biomedical research (Project Approval
No. ECR/227/Inst/AP/2013/RR-16).

Inclusion & exclusion criteria: Inclusion criteria
for the healthy control group were the willingness to
participate in this study, no history of malignant
diseases, no condition affecting food and drug intake,
and within the age range of 30 to 80 years.The
diagnosis of CRC was based on the standard
colonoscopy/sigmoidoscopy methods and
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Fig.1: showing ethidium bromide-stained 1.5% agarose gel electrophoresis image of PCR amplified products using PCR primer
sets spanning ZIP14 rs1051708. Lane 1 represents a 100bp size marker (GCC Biotech). Lanes 2-9 represent the PCR product of
244bp.

Forest plot showing the odds ratios, confidence intervals, and P-value for genotype and allele distribution of ZIP14 rs1051708
(A>C) in the Control and CRC groups

Beesa, et al.

Fig. 2: showing ethidium bromide-stained 3% agarose gel electrophoresis image of RFLP  (Restriction Length
Polymorphism) products obtained using MluCI restriction enzyme (New England Bio labs Fast digest Cat#R0538S) on
244PCR product. Homozygous (AA)shows 175bp+ 69b pfragments, Heterozygous (AC) shows 244bp +175bp +69bp
fragments, and Homozygous (CC) shows 244bp fragments. Lane 1 represents a 25bp size marker (Thermo Fisher
Scientific). Lanes 2-7 and 11 are showing an AA band pattern. Lines 8-10 are showing the AC band pattern.
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Bar diagramshowing Distribution of ZIP14 rs1051708 A>C genotype and allele frequencies in controls and CRCsubjects.
The bar represents the number of subjects in each group(AA, AC, and CC) and the number of subjects with A and C alleles.
* On the bar denotes the significance (P<0.05).

Table 1: Genotype distribution, allele frequency, chi-square, odds ratio, and 95% confidence interval (CI) of the ZIP14 rs1051708
A>C in controls and colorectal patients.

Genotype 
Controls 

n=200 (%) 
Patients 
n=98 (%) χ2 Value OR(95% CI) p-Value 

AA 34(17%) 9 (9.2%) 
            2.1 

 
1.80( 0.80-4.03) 

 
0.1 AC 113(56.5%) 54 (55.1%) 

CC 53(26.5%) 35 (35.7%)              4.5 2.50(1.07-5.84) <0.03* 
 
AA vs. AC+CC 

34(17%) 9 (9.2%) 
3.24 2.02(0.92-4.21) 0.07 166(83%) 89(90.8%) 

 
AC vs. AA+CC 

113(56.5%) 54 (55.1%) 
0.05 1.05(0.65-1.72) 0.8 87(43.5%) 44(44.9%) 

 
CC vs. AA+AC 

53(26.5%) 35 (35.7%) 
2.67 0.64(0.38-1.09) 0.1 147(73.5%) 63(64.2%) 

A 181(45.25%) 72(36.7%)  
3.89 1.42(1.00-2.02) <0.04* C 219(54.75%) 124(63.3%) 

HWE 
χ2 (p-Value) 

Controls 
 

3.94(0.06) 
 Patients 3.37(0.07) 

 AA refers is a wild genotype, and AC+CC refers to the variant; N represents the number of study subjects; the p-value in bold
indicates statistical significance (p< 0.05); OR: odds ratio; conditional logistic regression models were used to get 95% confidence
intervals (95% CI). Adjusted ORs (95% CI) were calculated by conditional logistic regression. P-values were analyzed using χ2-
tests.

histopathological criteria. Cancer cases with
metabolic disorders and Genetic Diseases along with
exposure to chemo and radiation therapy were
excluded.

Sample Collection: All questionnaire data and
samples of 90 tissues and 298 blood were collected
during the initial recruitment of both the cases and
controls. The informed written consent and a self-
administered questionnaire regarding the socio-
demographic character (e.g.age, family history of
cancer, etc.) lifestyle (e.g. smoking habits and alcohol

intake) and personal medical history were collected
from all the participants. Cases and controls were
frequency-matched by age and gender. Subjects in the
study population ranged in age from 30 to 80 years,
with mean ages ± SD of 39.41±5.45 years in subjects
with colon cancer <50 years and 62.42±7.01 years in
subjects with colon cancer > 50 years.  The mean age
in controls was 40.17±7.35 and 64.15±8.65 in the group
of <50 years and >50 years respectively. Among the
colon cancer subjects, 59.2% were males and 40.8%
were females; among the healthy controls, 68 % were
malesand 32% were females, as shown in  table 2. All
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Table  2: Frequency Distribution Analysis of Demographic and Risk Factors, Age wise characterized in Colorectal Cancer
patients and Controls Variable

the control subjects were healthy without any health
problems. The non-tumorous tissue10cm away from
the tumorous region of the same subject is considered
a control.Precancerous tissue adjacent to the
tumorous tissue was considered as peri-tumour
samples. Each of the 30 tissues was collected for
Non-tumorous, Peritumour, and Tumours cases. The
tissue samples were used for DNA extraction. Blood
samples were stored in ethylene diamine tetra acetic
acid (EDTA)-containing tubes stored at -80°C until
genomic DNA extraction.

DNA Extraction from blood and tissue samples:
Genomic DNA from 5ml of whole blood was
extracted by the Phenol chloroform method as
mentioned elsewhere [10].Genomic DNA was
extracted from Tissue using the QIAGEN DNeasy
Tissue Kit (Cat. No./ID: 69581) according to the
manufacturer’s instructions.

Polymerase chain reaction (PCR): The primers
required to perform the PCR reaction were designed
by extracting the sequence of adjacent SNP regions.
In addition, appropriate primers were designed using
Primer Blast software by referring tothe dbSNP
database located at http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.A
conventional polymerase chain reaction (PCR) was
performed for the 244bp region by the forward 5’-

GCAGCTTCGACCTCATTTTC-3’ and reverse 5’-
CGCTACCCAAACAGAGAAGC-3’ primers for
ZIP14 gene (3’UTR variant, rs1051708 A>C).  A
25μl reaction mixture consisted of 100ng of genomic
DNA, 50 Pico moles reverse and forward primers,
200μM of dNTPS and 1× PCR buffer. A Bio-Rad
thermocycler (T100™ Thermal Cycler) was used
for amplification with temperature conditions as
follows: 5min 95°C, 30s 95°C, 40s 59°C, 40s 72°C
repeat 40 cycles from step two,72°C for 5min and
4°C for hold. Subsequently, PCR products were
subjected to 1.5% agarose gel electrophoresis.  PCR
amplicons were analyzed by visualizing gel stained
with Ethidium bromide (2µg/ml) under a UV trans-
illuminator, represented in figure 1. As a molecular
standard, a low molecular weight marker (100 bp
ladder 0.5µg/µlGCC Biotech) was used.

Restriction length polymorphism(RFLP): The
amplified 244 PCR product was digested with MluCI
restriction enzyme (New England Biolabs Fast
digestCat#R0538S)which recognizes the target
sequence and breaks the DNA phosphodiester bonds
at the TCTAGTGTSA !AATT! GGAGCTATTC site.
The reaction mixture was prepared using a 10µl PCR
product and 5 units of restriction enzyme. The mixture
was incubated at 37°C for 15min. The digested prod-
uct was analyzed for genotyping on 3% agarose gel

Beesa, et al.

 
Characteristic 

 
Age-wise 

Healthy Controls 
(N=200) 

Patients 
(N=98) 

p-value 

 
Age 

= 50(years) 40.17±7.35 39.41±5.45 0.3 

= 50(years) 64.15±8.65 62.42±7.01 0.07 

 
Gender 

Males = 50 118(59%) 23(23.5%)  
0.07 Females 56(28%) 20(20.4%) 

Males = 50 18(9%) 35(35.7%) 0.6 
Females 8(4%) 20(20.4%) 

 
Diet 

Veg = 50 37(18.5%) 2(2.1%) <0.01* 
 Non-Veg 137(68.5%) 41(41.9%) 

Veg = 50 6(3%) 7(7%) 0.2 
Non-Veg 20(10%) 48(49%) 

 
Tobacco 

Present = 50 14(7%) 9(9.2%) <0.01* 
 Absent 16(8%) 34(34.7%) 

Present = 50 2(1%) 8(8%) 0.3 
Absent 24(12%) 47(48%) 

<

>

<

>

>

>

>

>

N represents the number of study subjects; the p-value in bold indicates statistical significance (p < 0.05);  OR:  odds  ratio;
conditional logistic regression models were used to get 95% confidence intervals (95% CI). Adjusted ORs (95% CI) were
calculated by conditional logistic regression with adjustments for age and gender, diet, and Tobacco consumption. P-values were
analyzed using χ2-tests.SD and SEM stand for standard deviation and standard error of mean respectively.



and bands were viewed under UV gel documentat-
ion. A restriction fragment length of 175bp, 69bp
indicates a genotype homozygous for AA, 244bp indi-
cates homozygous for CC and the presence of 244bp,
175bp and 69bp indicates heterozygous for AC.A
representative band cut pattern  is shown in figure 2.

Statistical Analysis: Open EPI6 software (Open
Epi Version 2.3.1, Department of Epidemiology,
Rollins School of Public Health, Emory University,
and Atlanta, GA 30322, USA) was used for data
analysis. Mean and standard deviation was used to
express quantitative descriptive findings and
frequency and percentage for qualitative data.
Independent T-test, ANOVA, and Chi-square were
used to analyze normal data and their nonparametric
counterparts Mann-Whitney, Kruskal-Wallis, and
Fisher tests for non-normal ones. P <0.05 was
considered statistically significant.

RESULTS

The present case-control study included 98 (58 male
and 40 female) colorectal cancer patients and 200
(136 male and 64 female) healthy control subjects
that closely matched the patients in terms of age and
sex. The clinical and demographic data of the patients
are presented in Table 2. The mean age calculated
for cases was 53.40 years and that of controls was
51.06 years. Since no significant differences were
observed between cases and controls concerning
various characteristics (p>0.05), it suggested that
frequency matching was adequate. The SNP
rs1051708 A>C,(Chromosome location 8p21.3),
followed Hardy Weinberg Equilibrium. Minor allele
frequency and P value for controls in the study were
0.41(C) and 0.06 respectively.

Relationships of polymorphisms in ZIP14 gene
and colorectal cancer susceptibility: The RFLP
analysis in thestudy shows the percentage distribution
of AA, AC & CC genotypeof ZIP 14 rs1051-
708(A>C) was 9(9.2%) AA, 54(55.1%) AC, and
35(35.7%) CC in Cancer samples, and in control was
34 (17%) AA, 113(56.5%) AC and 53(26.5%)
respectively as shown inTable 1 shows the obtained
genotype and allele frequencies and the significance
of the genotype and allele distribution of the tested
SNP showed in Graph 1. The results showed that
ZIP14 SNP rs1051708 had a statistically significant
risk association with CRC patients.  The homozygous

mutant variant “CC” genotype was found to be
predominant with two folds increased risk of CRC
and show a significant association (OR: 2.50; 95%
CI (1.07-5.84)P value<0.03). Table -1. Independently,
the mutant allele “C” (OR: 1.42(1.00-2.02); χ2-3.89;
p<0.04) is also significantly associated.However, with
wild type (A) allele, “AC” (OR: 1.80(0.80-4.03); χ2-
2.1; p:0.1) and in its  combinations AA vs
AC+CC”(OR: 2.02(0.92-4.21); χ2-3.24; p:0.07),AC
vs. AA+CC (OR: 1.05(0.65-1.72); χ2-0.05; p:0.8),CC
vs AA+AC (OR: 0.64(0.38-1.09); χ2-2.67; p:0.1) no
significance.  Fig3 shows A Forest plot depicting the
allele and genotype frequency of ZIP14 A>C
rs1051708 gene polymorphism.The HWE analysis
showed no deviation in both CRCcases and controls.

Relationship of demographic parameters with
colorectal cancer Susceptibility: To check the
association of cancer susceptibility with age, gender
diet, and tobacco consumption of the subjects’,
further stratified analysis was performed. To assess
the association of cancer susceptibility with age,
cancer, and control, samples were stratified into two
groups as <50 years, and >50 years (split on median
age). Frequency Distribution Analysis of Demo-
graphic and Risk Factors, Age wise characterized in
Colorectal Cancer patients and Controls is shown in
Table 2.

Out of 98 cancer samples,43(43.9%) were either
below or 50 years of age, and 55(56.1%) were of
above 50 years of age. The mean and std age in
cases with the age <50 years was 39.41± 5.45 and in
cases with age >50 years was 62.42± 7.01 (p-value:
0.3). There was no significant association found
between age and cancer susceptibility. Among 98
cancer cases, 58(59.2%) were males and 40(40.8%)
were females. Against controls males 136(68%) and
females 64(32%), cases did not show a significant
association with cancer susceptibility (p-value:0.1).
Further males and females were categorized by age
<50 years and >50 years.  In the <50 years age
category males with cancer, were 23(23.5%) and
females with cancer were 20(20.4%).  In >50 years
age category males with 35(35.7%) and females were
20(20.4%). Out 98 cancer subjects 9(9.1%) were
vegetarians and 89(90.8%) were non-vegetarians.
Vegetarians and non-vegetarians were further
stratified by age <50 years and >50 years and found
that cancer susceptibility was significantly less among
vegetarians <50 years (p-value : < 0.01). Similarly,
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controls were also analyzed and the results were
shown in the same Table 2. 18(18.3%) cancer
subjects among 98 consumed tobacco,and 80 (81.6%)
did not consume Tobacco in any form. Stratified data
on tobacco consumption among <50 years and >50
years males and females as data shown in Table 2.
Subjects <50 years of age who consumed tobacco
in any form had significant susceptibility to CRC(p-
value < 0.01).

DISCUSSION

Although various studies have reported polymor-
phisms of the ZIP family in different cancers.  Very
few reports are available on the ZIP14 gene and no
studies from Telangana and Andhra Pradesh.  While
ZIP14 rs1051708 SNP studied elsewhere [11]
reported a significant association to regulate Zinc
levels in seminal plasmato our best knowledge, this
study is the first of its kind to investigate the impact
of the ZIP14 (rs1051708) SNP on colorectal cancer
association in a Telangana and AndhraPradesh
population.

In the overall case-control analysis and stratified
analysis, the ZIP14 (rs1051708) SNP showed any
significant association with cancer risk. There was
a significant increase in the CC genotype of
colorectal cancer patients compared to controls (OR:
2.5(1.07-5.84); p<0.03). The minor allele “C” (OR:
1.42(1.00-2.02);  χ2  =  3.89;  p<0.04) and additive
genotype in the Co-dominant expression “AC+CC”
showed lowered significant association.As stated,a
single copy of the mutated allele is adequate to
transform a proto-oncogene into an activated
oncogene, while the non-mutated, wild-type (WT)
alleleis involved in amplification[18]. We assume that
homozygous mutant genotype “CC”of ZIP14
(rs1051708) in protooncogene to oncogene
conversion andwith wild type (A) it is involved in the
amplification of the gene.While this data is from the
DNA of the blood samples. A parallel analysis was
performed on tissue DNA which showed a similar
frequency of polymorphism to that of genomic DNA
isolated from blood. These results indicate that the
polymorphism in the ZIP14 gene atrs1051708 is
genetic and not a sporadic mutation.

CRC is a disease that has both biological sex
differences and socio-cultural gender components.
The stratified analysis of our study showed that Males

above 50 years of age were more in number
compared to females. However, the association was
not significant. The association of gender to cancer
may be statistically insignificant due to the low sample
size (only 98 cancer samples), but the numbers that
58(59.2%) were males and 40(40.8%) were females
suggesting that CRC varies between genders, which
was consistent with GLOBICAN data and other
recent reports[12] that suggested,there is a global
trend for men to have both higher incidence and
mortality for CRC.

Dietary factors have been implicated as important
sources of modifiable risk for colorectal cancer [14].
In the present study analysis of Diet effect on CRC,
it was found that non-vegetarians below 50 years
who had cancer were more in number compared to
those above 50 years of age and showed significant
association with cancer susceptibility. The results are
consistent with prior evidence made elsewhere [13]
where it is reported that Vegetarian dietary patterns
might be expected to be associated with a lower risk
of colorectal cancer.  The consumption of red meat,
especially processed meats is often linked to an
increased risk of colorectal cancers.Physical activity,
healthy weight avoiding smoking, tobacco and alcohol
consumption and daily usage of fruits, fibres, and
vegetables such as Broccoli, Brussels Cauliflower,
Cabbage, and Spouts reduces the risk of CRC.

Smoking or any form of Tobacco consumption was
established as a causal factor for CRC a decade ago
[15]. The most prevalent form of tobacco use in India
is smokeless  tobacco and  commonly  used  products
are khaini, gutkha, betel quid with tobacco, and zarda
[16]. In our study,we found an association between
CRC and tobacco consumption. 18.3% of cancer
subjects were using smokeless tobaccowhile only 8%
of controls were using it. A stratified analysis of our
data found that tobacco consumption among subjects
below 50 years of age had a significant risk to cause
CRC. Similar data was found in the studies that are
reported to date. Those using smokeless tobacco
were 2.66 times more likely to have colorectal cancer
compared to non-users. The association of diet and
tobacco consumption to CRC among subjects <50
years of age documented in this study, probably
reflects the actual increase in incidence in India and
better awareness and diagnostic modalities leading
to the detection of colon cancer in younger adults
[17].
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Although the current study is the first to report the
ZIP14 gene (3’UTR variant, rs1051708 A>C)   in
CRC samplesit has some limitations. The sample size
ofthe study could be very small to get stringent
significancedespitecalculating the sample size as per
thereported incidence of CRC. Secondly, other
regions of the ZIP14 gene should be spanned for
mutations to understand the exact role of ZIP14 in
CRCs.Third, there were limited numbers of subjects
in some subgroups when stratifying by risk to CRCs.
This can be improved by future studies including
largersample sizes.

Despite the a fore mentioned limitations, we conclude
that the ‘C’ allele of ZIP14 (rs1051708) SNP, Diet,
and Tobacco consumption are at risk and associated
with CRC susceptibility. Future longitudinalstudies
with larger sample sizes are needed to validate
thesefindings.
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